ERRATA

Paper I
Page 46, second column, 4th line: wrong reference number in Siewert and Selder [2], should be Siewert and Selder [5].
Page 46, second column, 9th line: wrong reference number in Lumiainen [5], should be Lumiainen [2].

Paper IV
Page 459, first column, second chapter.
In referring to Smith's results on flybar wear, the correct text should be; “Smith observed that the front surfaces of the flybars has strong wear when China clay was added to the pulp. The wear occurred a few millimetres from the bar edge (in other words in the groove wall) and the bar edge itself being protected from wear by the fibrage adhering to it”.
The author of this thesis apologises for the faulty interpretation presented in paper IV; “that a very small angle is formed in relation to the leading part of the edge.”